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Abstract

This paper employs response surface regressions based on simulation experi�
ments to calculate asymptotic distribution functions for the likelihood ratio tests
for cointegration proposed by Johansen
 The paper provides tables of critical values
that are very much more accurate than those available previously
 However� the
principal contributions of the paper are a set of data 	les that contain estimated
asymptotic quantiles obtained from response surface estimation and a computer
program for utilizing them
 This program� which is freely available via the Inter�
net� can easily be used to calculate asymptotic critical values and P values
 Graphs
of some of the tabulated distribution functions are also provided
 An empirical
example� motivated by the European Economic and Monetary Union proposed in
the Maastricht Treaty� suggests that not all the countries of the European Union
may qualify initially for participation in the EMU
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�� Introduction

Since the in�uential work of Engle and Granger ������ several procedures have
been proposed for testing the null hypothesis that two or more nonstationary time
series are not cointegrated� meaning that there exist no linear combinations of the
series that are stationary
 One approach is to use likelihood ratio tests based on
estimating a vector autoregression
 This approach was 	rst proposed by Johansen
����� and re	ned further by Johansen and Juselius ���� and Johansen ����
��� ���
 There are two di�erent test statistics� which are called the Trace and
�max tests


Johansen�s approach� which has been used extensively in applied work� provides
a uni	ed framework for estimation and testing in the context of a multivariate vector
autoregressive model in error correction form �VECM� with normal errors
 The
normality assumption allows a neat application of maximum likelihood theory which
produces both the test statistics and the maximum likelihood estimators �MLE� of
the parameters of interest
 Phillips ���� noted several desirable properties of
the MLE for this model and demonstrated that asymptotically optimal inferences
can be based on the MLE of the cointegrating vectors
 Gonzalo ���� showed
that these properties hold in 	nite samples even without the normality assumption

Haug ����� among others� has provided Monte Carlo evidence that the Trace and
�max statistics have reasonable size and power properties


Although the asymptotic theory of the Trace and �max statistics is well under�
stood� relatively little work has been done to obtain accurate critical values for the
two tests� especially when the dimension of the system is large
 In the literature�
tables of critical values have been computed by simulating the expressions to which
the two test statistics converge asymptotically
 Tables of critical values using this
method include those of Johansen ������ Johansen and Juselius ����� Osterwald�
Lenum ����� and Johansen ����
 To our knowledge� there has been no work
which would allow practitioners to calculate the marginal signi	cance level� or P
value� of a test statistic


A major problem with the studies just cited is that their results are not very
accurate
 There are two reasons for this
 First� all but Johansen ���� used exper�
iments with only ���� replications� which is not a large number for the estimation
of tail quantiles
 Second� all of them simulated the asymptotic quantities to which
the two tests converge by using a discrete approximation with only ��� steps
 As
we shall show in Section �� this number is too small


In this paper� we obtain extremely accurate critical values for the Trace and
�max tests by adopting the response surface approach of MacKinnon ���� ���
���
 To facilitate comparisons with existing results� the 	ve di�erent models con�
sidered by Osterwald�Lenum ���� are analyzed for up to ���dimensional systems

The basic idea is to estimate a large number of quantiles of the 	nite�sample dis�
tributions of the test statistics� for a number of di�erent sample sizes� by means
of Monte Carlo experiments
 Response surface regressions� in which the estimated
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quantiles are regressed on negative powers of the sample size� are then used to esti�
mate the quantiles of the asymptotic distribution
 Some of the estimated quantiles
from the response surface regressions directly provide asymptotic critical values

Moreover� it is easy to use all the quantiles as input to a computer program which
can calculate the asymptotic P value for any test statistic


Both the tables of estimated asymptotic quantiles and a computer program
called johdist that uses them are available via the Internet� for details� see the
Appendix
 The johdist program is run interactively and prompts the user for
input
 For those who wish to compute large numbers of critical values or P values�
a set of routines called johrouts�f is also provided
 These users simply need to
write their own main programs to call the routine johval� which in turn reads the
appropriate 	les and calls other routines to do the calculations


The paper does not concern itself with the important practical problem that
asymptotic P values can be seriously inaccurate in 	nite samples
 Just how ac�
curate they are will depend on the sample size� the number of lags in the vector
autoregression� and the data generating process� see Cheung and Lai ����


The rest of the paper is organized as follows
 Section � discusses the 	ve
cases and the two likelihood ratio tests for cointegration
 Section � discusses the
simulation experiments and the response surface regressions
 Section � presents
tables of critical values for all the cases dealt with in the paper and also provides
graphs of the cumulative distribution functions for a few cases
 Section � discusses
how P values may be calculated using the response surface estimates
 Finally�
Section � presents an empirical example
 The example� which is motivated by the
European Economic and Monetary Union proposed in the Maastricht Treaty� deals
with the cointegration of certain macroeconomic variables among the countries of
the European Union


�� The Models and Test Statistics

The maximum likelihood theory of systems of potentially cointegrated stoch�
astic variables presupposes that the variables are integrated of order one� or I����
and that the data generating process is a Gaussian vector autoregressive model of
	nite order k� or VAR�k�� possibly including some deterministic components
 Let
Xt be a p�dimensional column vector of I��� variables
 The VAR�k� model can be
written in VECM form as

�Xt ��Xt�� �
k��X
i��

�i�Xt�i � �� ���t�Ut� t � �� � � � � T� ���

where � and the �i are p � p matrices of coe�cients� and �� and �� are p � �
vectors of constant and trend coe�cients� respectively
 It will be convenient to let
�t � �� � ��t denote the deterministic part of the model
 The error vector Ut�
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which is p � �� is assumed to be multivariate normal with mean vector zero and
covariance matrix �� and to be independent across time periods


The VECM representation ��� is convenient because the hypothesis of cointe�
gration can be stated in terms of the long run impact matrix� �
 This matrix can
always be written as

� � ���� ���

where � and � are p � r matrices of full rank
 If r � �� then � � �� and there
exists no linear combination of the elements of Xt that is stationary
 At the other
extreme� if rank��� � p�Xt is a stationary process
 In the intermediate case� when
� � r � p� there exist r stationary linear combinations of the elements of Xt� along
with p � r stochastic trends


Under the hypothesis ���� the relation between � and the deterministic term
�t is crucial in determining the properties of the processXt and the various cases of
interest that can arise
 Consider the decomposition of �� and �� in the directions
� and ��� where �� is a p� �p� r� matrix orthogonal to �
 We can write

�i � ��i ����i� i � �� �� ���

where �i � ����������i and �i � ���
����

����
��i
 Di�erent restrictions on ��

and �� imply di�erent submodels of the general model ���
 Following Osterwald�
Lenum ����� we consider 	ve submodels� which are ordered from most to least
restrictive�

Case �� �t � �

Case �� � �t � ���

Case �� �t � ��

Case �� � �t � �� ����t

Case �� �t � �� � ��t

The interpretation of each of these models becomes clear by considering the
solution of Xt in ��� using a version of the Granger Representation Theorem� see
Johansen ���� Theorem �
��
 Let Wt denote a stationary process� A denote a

vector such that ��A � �� and C � ���������������� where � � Ip �
Pk��

i�� �i
and �� is a p� �p � r� matrix of full rank orthogonal to �
 Then this solution is

Xt � C
tX

i��

Ui �
��
�
�� t

� � ��t� �� �Wt �A� ���

where �� � C��
 The representation ��� makes it clear that� in general� the inclu�
sion of a linear time trend in ��� gives rise to a quadratic time trend in the process
Xt


The 	ve submodels describe di�erent behaviors of the process Xt and the co�
integrating relations ��Xt
 In Case �� Xt has no deterministic terms and all the
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stationary components have zero mean
 In Case ��� Xt has neither a quadratic
trend� since �� � � and hence �� � C�� � �� nor a linear trend� since ����� � �

and hence ��� which is equal to C�� in this case� is equal to �� see Johansen ����
Theorem �
�� and Johansen ����
 However� both Xt and the cointegrating rela�
tions� ��Xt� are allowed a constant term
 In Case �� where ����� �� �� we have
�� �� �� and Xt therefore has a linear trend
 This trend is eliminated in the cointe�
grating relations ��Xt because ���� � ��C�� � �� see the de	nition of C preceding
���
 In Case ��� Xt has no quadratic trend since ����� � � and hence �� � �� but
Xt has a linear trend which is present even in the cointegrating relations
 Finally�
Case � allows for a quadratic trend in the process Xt� because �� �� � and hence
�� �� �
 However� the cointegrating relations have a linear trend only� because
���� � ��C�� � �


Because of the normality assumption� it is natural to test for the reduced
rank of � by using a likelihood ratio test
 The procedure uses the technique of
reduced rank regression 	rst introduced by Anderson ����� and applied to systems
of I��� variables independently by Johansen ����� and Ahn and Reinsel ����

This technique is appealing because it delivers at once the MLE of � and � and
the eigenvalues needed to construct likelihood ratio tests
 Consider the problem of
testing the null hypothesis that there are at most r cointegrating vectors against the
unrestricted model ���
 The null hypothesis is that rank��� � r and the alternative
is that rank��� � p
 The likelihood ratio test statistic� called the Trace statistic
by Johansen and Juselius ����� is given by

Trace � �T

pX
i�r��

log��� �i�� ���

where the �i are the eigenvalues� ordered from smallest to largest� which arise in
the solution of the reduced rank regression problem
 The testing is performed
sequentially either for r � p� �� � � � � � or for r � �� � � � � p� �
 The testing sequence
terminates when the null is rejected for the 	rst time in the former case or when it
is not rejected for the 	rst time in the latter case
 It is also possible to test the null
that rank��� � r against the alternative that rank��� � r � �
 In that case� the
likelihood ratio statistic� which is called the �max statistic� is

�max � �T log��� �r���� ���

Of course� the �max statistic is equal to the Trace statistic when p� r � �


The asymptotic distributions of the test statistics ��� and ��� are nonstandard

They are given by the trace and maximal eigenvalue� respectively� of the expression

Z �

�

dBF �
�Z �

�

FF �du

��� Z �

�

F dB�� ���

� � �



where B is a standard �p � r��dimensional Brownian motion on the unit interval
and F depends on B and on which restrictions are imposed on the deterministic
terms
 For each case� expression ��� is independent of nuisance parameters and
depends only on p� r


In the literature� asymptotic critical values for the Trace and �max statistics
��� and ��� have been calculated by Monte Carlo simulations of ���� where B is
approximated by a �p � r��dimensional discrete random walk� generally with ���
steps
 However� we show in Section � that using this approach with only ��� steps
leads to quite inaccurate results� especially when p�r is large
 In the present study�
we instead generate simulated data and compute ��� and ��� directly for a number of
sample sizes� and then employ response surface regressions to estimate the quantiles
of the asymptotic distributions
 The simulation experiments are described in the
next section


�� The Simulation Experiments

The simulation experiments which are at the heart of this paper are similar to
those used by MacKinnon ���� ��� to compute the asymptotic distributions of
Dickey�Fuller unit root tests and Engle�Granger cointegration tests
 These experi�
ments were used to estimate distributions for several 	nite sample sizes� from which
the asymptotic distributions were then estimated using response surface regressions

Hendry ����� and Ericsson ���� discuss response surface methods in economet�
rics
 Each experiment had ������� replications� and there were �� experiments for
each p � �� � � � � �� for each of up to �� sample sizes
 What sample sizes were used�
and why� will be discussed below


There were several reasons for doing �� experiments of ������� replications
for each p and each sample size instead of a single experiment with 	ve million
replications
 First� because computer memory capacities are 	nite� it would have
been quite di�cult to handle 	ve million replications at once
 Second� the observed
variation among the �� experiments provides an easy way to measure experimental
randomness
 Third� it was sometimes convenient to divide the experiments among
two or more computers
 The experiments were performed on six di�erent computers�
primarily two IBMRS�����s� a Model �AT and a Model ��� over a period of several
months


For each replication with a given p� we generated each element of Xt either
as an independent random walk with no drift �for Cases �� ��� and ���� as an
independent random walk with drift �for Case ��� or as an independent random
walk with drift and trend �for Case ��
 We then computed the Trace statistic for
r � � against r � p and the �max statistic for r � p � � against r � p for the
simplest possible VAR appropriate to each model� in which all the �i�s were zero

Because it would have been impractical to store all the simulated test statistics�
��� quantiles were estimated and stored for each experiment
 These quantiles were�

����� 
����� 
����� 
���� � � � � 
���� 
���� � � � � 
��� 
�� 
�� � � � � 
� 
�� 
��

� � �





 The ��� quantiles provide more than enough information about the shapes
of the cumulative distribution functions of the various test statistics


Because so many random numbers were used� it was important to use a pseudo�
random number generator with a very long period
 The generator employed was
also used in MacKinnon ���� ���
 It combines two di�erent uniform pseudo�
random number generators recommended by L�Ecuyer �����
 The two generators
were started with di�erent seeds and allowed to run independently� so that two in�
dependent uniform pseudo�random numbers were generated at once
 The procedure
of Marsaglia and Bray ����� was then used to transform them into two N��� ��
variates


The estimated 	nite�sample quantiles from the simulation experiments were
used to estimate response surface regressions� one for each of the ��� asymptotic
quantiles used to describe each asymptotic distribution
 Consider the estimation
of the � quantile for some test statistic
 Let q��Ti� denote the estimate of that
quantile based on the ith experiment� for which the sample size is Ti
 Then the
response surface regressions have the form

q��Ti� � ��� � ��� T
��
i � ��� T

��
i � ��� T

��
i � �i� ���

The 	rst parameter here� ��
�
� is the � quantile of the asymptotic distribution�

which is what we are trying to estimate
 The other three parameters allow the
	nite�sample distributions to di�er from the asymptotic ones


Because the functional form of the response surface regressions is known to
be ���� it is possible to choose the sample sizes for the experiments more or less
optimally
 If we write ��� as

q� � Z� � 	 � ��
�

�Z��� � 	� ��

the standard error of the OLS estimate of ��� will be proportional to �
�M�
������
where 
 is a vector of ones and M� � I � Z��Z��Z����Z�� 
 For any set of Ti�s�
we can evaluate the standard error of ��

�

 Based on estimates of how computation

cost varies with T � we can also evaluate the cost of using that set of Ti�s
 Some
very rough calculations� based on these two quantities� suggest that it is always
desirable for there to be several small values of Ti� because the smaller the smallest
value of Ti� the more trouble Z� has explaining a constant term� and thus the larger
is 
�M �

 However� none of the Ti�s should be too small� because then equation
��� may not 	t satisfactorily
 It is also desirable for there to be some values of Ti
that are quite large� but it is not cost�e�ective for there to be any intermediate
values
 This led us to choose the following set of �� sample sizes� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� and ����
 For all but the smallest values of p � r� it
was necessary to omit some of the smaller values of Ti in order to obtain response
surfaces that 	t acceptably well


Equation ��� was estimated ��� times for each of ��� di�erent test statistics

There were up to ��� observations� depending on how many of the smaller Ti�s had

� � �



to be dropped
 As in MacKinnon ����� we used a form of GMM estimation to
allow for the fact that the error terms of ��� are heteroskedastic
 Let � denote the
covariance matrix of the error vector 	 in equation ��
 This matrix is diagonal�
because all the experiments are independent
 The estimator we used was

�� �
�
Z�W �W � ��W ���W �Z

���
Z�W �W � ��W ���W �qp� ����

where W is a matrix of up to �� zero�one dummy variables� the 	rst equal to �
when Ti � ��� the second equal to � when Ti � ��� and so on� and �� estimates
�
 The matrix �� is obtained by regressing the squared residuals from an OLS
regression of qp on W on a constant� ��T � and ��T �
 The 	tted values from this

auxiliary regression were then used as the diagonal elements of ��
 The estimator
���� can easily be computed by a weighted least squares regression with as many
observations as there are distinct values of Ti� see MacKinnon ���� for details


This GMM estimation procedure automatically generates a statistic for testing
the speci	cation of the response surface equation ���
 The test statistic is the
minimized value of the objective function�

�
qp �Z�

��
W
�
W � ��W

���
W �

�
qp �Z�

�
� ����

Standard results about GMM estimation imply that� under the null hypothesis that
��� is a correct speci	cation� ���� is asymptotically distributed as ���l�� where l is
equal to the number of distinct Ti�s �which may be �� or less� minus the number of
parameters in ���


The GMM test statistic ���� played a key role in the speci	cation of the re�
sponse surfaces
 In order to avoid discontinuities caused by changes in functional
form� the same response surface regression was estimated for every one of the ���
quantiles for a given distribution
 The average value of the ��� test statistics was
used to choose whether to set �p� � � in ��� and to determine how many small values
of Ti to drop
 Since the objective was to obtain e�cient estimates of �p�� it was
desirable to set �p� � �� if possible� and to throw out as few small Ti�s as possible

On average� for a correctly speci	ed response surface� reducing the number of dis�
tinct Ti�s by one� or dropping the constraint that �p

�
� � in ���� would be expected

to reduce the value of ���� by �
�� because the mean of a random variable with a
���l� distribution is l
 In most cases� we chose to reject a model when such a change
reduced the value of ���� by more than �
�
 There were some very clear patterns
in the response surface estimates
 More values of Ti had to be dropped� and�or the
restriction that �p� � � relaxed� as p � r was increased


� � �



�� Numerical Distributions

The principal results of this paper are ������ �� ��� � ���� estimates of �p
�



These estimates allow us to construct tables of asymptotic critical values directly
 In
addition� as we will discuss in the next section� they allow us to obtain asymptotic
P values for any observed test statistic


Tables � through � present asymptotic critical values at several conventional
levels for all the tests we examined
 These critical values di�er substantially from
those previously published by Johansen and Juselius ����� Osterwald�Lenum
����� and Johansen ����� especially when p � r is large
 There appear to be
two reasons for this
 First� we used more replications than did the earlier authors�
Johansen and Juselius ���� and Osterwald�Lenum ���� each used ����� and
Johansen ���� used �������
 Our critical values therefore su�er from less experi�
mental error
 Second� the estimates of �p� from equation ��� really are estimates of
the quantiles of an asymptotic distribution� while the values previously published
by others are simply approximations to expression ��� based on a discrete random
walk with a 	nite number of steps
 All these authors used T � ��� steps� and it
appears that� especially when p� r is large� this number is much too small


In order to investigate the discrepancy between our estimates and those of
Johansen ����� we carried out some additional Monte Carlo experiments for the
asymptotic approximations based on equation ��� for case ��� using ������� replica�
tions with p� r � ��
 For T����� the �� critical value was estimated to be ���
���
which is extremely close to the value of ���
�� reported in Table ��
� of Johansen
����
 However� it is not close to the value of ���
 reported in Table �
 We there�
fore tried several other values of T 
 Invariably� as the value of T rose� so did the
estimated critical value� the largest one we obtained was ���
�� for T � ����
 We
then estimated a response surface� in which the regressors were just a constant and
��T � using results from experiments for nine values of T evenly spaced between ���
and ����
 The resulting estimate of the asymptotic �� critical values was ���
���
which is very close to the number in Table �
 These results demonstrate clearly
that approximations to equation ��� based on ���� or even on ����� steps are not
adequate
 If one wishes to obtain accurate asymptotic critical values� one must use
a response surface analysis� whether based on approximations to equation ��� or on
the test statistics themselves


There are good reasons to believe that our estimated asymptotic distributions
are extremely accurate
 The estimates of �p� have standard errors associated with
them� and except for the extreme tail quantiles� these are all very small
 For
example� for the 
�� critical value� the estimated standard errors range from 
����
to 
����� with the larger standard errors being associated with the larger values of
p � r
 Of course� because of the pretesting involved in choosing which version of
equation ��� to estimate and which sample sizes to drop� the estimated standard
errors may be a bit too optimistic


For a few cases� it is possible to compare our estimates with outside bench�
marks
 When p � r � �� the distribution of both test statistics for Case � is that
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of the square of the corresponding Dickey�Fuller test� and for Cases � and � it is
������ see Johansen and Juselius ����
 Table � therefore compares some of our
critical values for Case � with ones reported by Nielsen ���� based on the analytic
formulae of Abadir ����
 It also compares some of our critical values for Cases �
and � with critical values from the ����� distribution
 It is clear from the table
that our estimates are very accurate when p � r � �
 For comparison� the table
also reports the estimates of Osterwald�Lenum ����� which are very much less
accurate� and �for Case � only� the estimates of Johansen ����
 Note that the
critical values in Tables �� �� and � for p� r � � are the benchmark ones


It is interesting to see what the distributions of the various test statistics look
like
 Figures � and � graph the asymptotic distribution functions of the �max and
Trace statistics� respectively� for Case � for all �� values of p � r� and Figures �
and � graph the same functions for Case �
 The other cases are quite similar to
these ones and are omitted to save space
 Each curve simply joins the ��� estimated
quantiles for a given test statistic� without any smoothing
 One striking feature of
these 	gures is the regular and predictable way in which all the curves move to the
right as p� r increases
 Another feature is that the distributions are highly skewed
for small values of p� r� but much less so for large values


�� Local Approximations

The response surface coe�cient estimates obtained in Section � may be used
to obtain approximate P values as well as approximate critical values
 A program
called johdist which does both is available via the Internet� see the Appendix


In order to obtain a P value for any test statistic or a critical value for any
desired test size� some procedure for interpolating between the ��� tabulated values
is needed
 Many such procedures could be devised� but the one we used� which
was proposed by MacKinnon ����� is appealing and seems to work well
 First�
consider the regression

����p� � 	� � 	��q�p� � 	��q
��p� � 	��q

��p� � ep� ����

where ����p� is the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution function�
evaluated at p
 If the distribution from which the estimated quantiles were obtained
were in fact normal with any mean and variance� regression ���� would be correctly
speci	ed with 	� � 	� � �
 Since that is not the case here� this regression can
only be valid as an approximation
 Therefore� we estimate it using only a small
number of points in the neighborhood of the test statistic that is of interest
 It may
seem a bit odd that the regressors in ���� are stochastic and the regressand is not

However� because the estimated quantiles are very accurate� the errors in variables
bias that this induces is trivially small� see MacKinnon ����


�  �



If we are interested in obtaining approximate critical values� equation ���� has
to be turned around
 Consider the regression

�qp � 
� � 
��
���p� � 
�

�
����p�

��
� 
�

�
����p�

��
� e�p� ����

This is not actually the inverse of equation ����
 However� if the distribution from
which the estimated quantiles were obtained were in fact normal with any mean
and variance� equation ���� would be correctly speci	ed with 
� � 
� � �
 In that
case� equation ���� would have 	� � 	� � �� and ���� would be the inverse of ����


Regressions ���� and ���� could be estimated by OLS� but this would ignore
both heteroskedasticity and serial correlation
 In MacKinnon ����� it is shown
how to take both of these into account
 Therefore� when estimating these equations�
the johdist program actually uses the form of feasible GLS estimation proposed in
that paper
 As discussed above� equations ���� and ���� are to be 	tted only to a
small number of points near the speci	ed test statistic or test size
 Experimentation
suggests that �� points is a good number to use
 Also� in many cases� it is possible
to set 	� or 
� equal to zero on the basis of a t test


�� An Empirical Example� Is Europe Ready for the EMU	

In this section� we analyze the prospects for the formation of the European
Economic and Monetary Union �EMU� using cointegration analysis
 The example
is intended to be of interest in its own right� although it is primarily designed to
illustrate how the results of this paper� in particular the johdist program� may be
used in applied work


The EMU represents the third and 	nal stage of a complete economic and
monetary union among the countries participating in the European Union �EU��
namely� Belgium� Denmark� France� Germany� Greece� Ireland� Italy� Luxembourg�
the Netherlands� Portugal� Spain� and the United Kingdom
 In addition to these
countries� Austria� Finland� and Sweden have recently joined the EU
 The legal�
institutional� and monetary aspects of European integration were laid down in
the Maastricht Treaty ����� following the recommendations of the Delors Re�
port ����
 Although the Maastricht Treaty does not set a speci	c date for the
start of the EMU� it is generally understood that it should begin by January� ���
at the earliest or by January� �� at the latest �Eichengreen and Wyplosz� ���


Regarding the monetary and 	scal aspects of the Treaty� four �nominal con�
vergence criteria were laid down that would have to be met by a member country
in order to qualify for participation in the EMU
 These were�

�a� no devaluation of its currency in the two years preceding the entrance into the
union�

�b� in�ation rate no higher than �
� percent above the average of the three countries
with the lowest in�ation rates�

� �� �



�c� long�term interest rate not in excess of � percent of the three countries with
the lowest in�ation rates� and

�d� government de	cits and debts not exceeding � percent and �� percent of the
GDP respectively


In view of the fact that the macroeconomic variables involved are typically
nonstationary� a minimum requirement for the formation of the EMU is the exis�
tence of stable long�run relationships that tie together the variables in each of the
above criteria
 Otherwise� the chances for the success of the EMU would be very
slim
 This issue is the focus of our empirical study
 If the variables for the EU
countries are found to be cointegrated within each of the four criteria� deviations
from certain linear combinations will be stationary� implying that the variables will
be tied together in the long run
 Because the nominal convergence criteria imply
comovement of speci	c variables over time� the cointegration approach is well�suited
to assess the potential of the EMU
 Since the late ���s� monetary and� to some ex�
tent� 	scal policy coordination among the EU member countries has been the focus
of the European Commission�s e�orts
 In addition� the Exchange Rate Mechanism
�ERM� of the European Monetary System �EMS� was introduced in March� ��
to provide intra�EMS exchange rate stability


MacDonald and Taylor ���� also use Johansen�s method and present evi�
dence of long run convergence in real and nominal exchange rates and in money
supplies
 However� they consider only four EMS countries over the period ��
to ��� and do not include other variables in their study
 Based on conditional
variance comparisons and persistence of real exchange shocks� von Hagen and Neu�
mann ���� report results supportive of the idea of a two�speed Europe� with
Germany� its smaller neighbors� and France forming a viable monetary union
 Bay�
oumi and Taylor ���� examine the comparative behavior of real output growth
and in�ation rates of ERM and non�ERM participants and conclude that the ERM
has contributed to macro�policy coordination among ERM members


In our empirical example� we analyze the behavior of the monthly nominal
spot exchange rates per European Currency Unit �ECU� and per German Mark
�DM�
 In�ation rates based on the consumer price index �CPI� seem to be mostly
I��� series for the countries considered� and the concept of cointegration therefore
does not apply to them
 Instead� we analyze real monthly DM exchange rates
derived using the CPI
 We also study long�term interest rates� using monthly long�
term government bond yields� and de	cit�GDP ratios� using quarterly data because
monthly data for de	cits are not available
 We do not study quarterly debt�GDP
ratios because the data are not available for most of the countries considered in our
example


Most of the data were taken from the IFS CD�ROM� September ��
 We
collected data for all of the �� original EU countries and did not include the three
new members
 The time periods considered are determined by the availability of
data
 When possible� we start in ����� when the ERM was introduced
 Monthly
nominal end�of�period spot exchange rates per US dollar are from the IFS� line
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ae �or line ag if line ae is not available� line ag is the inverse of line ae�
 The
period covered is ���� to ����
 Monthly end�of�period nominal ECU rates are
taken from the IFS� line ea �or line ec if line ea is not available�
 ECU rates for
Greece and Portugal are not available prior to ����� and ������ respectively
 We
used ECU rates per US dollar and US dollar spot rates for these two countries to
construct ECU rates for the months with missing data
 ECU data cover the period
���� to ����
 Real exchange rates are constructed from the IFS� line ae �or
ag� and the monthly CPI from line �� in the IFS
 The period considered is ����
to ����
 Monthly average long�term government bond yields are from the IFS�
line ��� except for Denmark
 This IFS data series was incomplete for Denmark
and we therefore used for Denmark the corresponding data from the OECD Main
Economic Indicators that reports end�of�month 	gures instead of averages
 The
period covered is ���� to ����


Complete quarterly government de	cit �or surplus� data are available only for
a few countries� France� Germany� Italy� the Netherlands� Spain� and the U
K
 The
surplus is given in the IFS� line ��
 To construct the de	cit�GDP ratios� we use
quarterly GDP from the IFS� line b
 Data are available from ���� to ����

For Italy� the years ���� to ���� were missing and we used national debt 	gures
from the Bolletino Mensile di Statistica� Institute Nazionale di Statistica� various
issues� in order to construct surplus 	gures from the quarterly change in debt
 A
comparison for earlier years shows that surpluses constructed from these debt 	gures
are very close to IFS 	gures


Before estimating any VECM systems� we tested each time series for a unit
root using augmented Dickey�Fuller tests at the �� level
 Results are available
upon request
 We employed Akaike�s information criterion to select the appropriate
lag lengths �see Ng and Perron� ��� and used asymptotic critical values from the
program of MacKinnon ����
 On the basis of our test results� we exclude Denmark
from the system for nominal DM�based exchange rates because this variable seems
to be I���
 For de	cit�GDP ratios� we exclude Spain for the same reasons and
consider the model with and without Italy because the test statistic for Italy is very
close to the �� critical value
 Except for in�ation rates� which mostly seem to be
I���� we are unable to reject the unit root hypothesis for any of the other series
studied


Table � reports results for the Trace and �max tests for ECU exchange rates�
nominal DM exchange rates� real DM exchange rates� long�term interest rates� and
de	cit�GDP ratios
 We set up a separate VECM for each one of these variables
and used the Schwarz criterion to select the appropriate lag lengths
 Each VECM
involves the largest set of the �� original EU countries for which data are available


In order to decide which submodel to use� we tested the various submodels
against each other using Likelihood Ratio tests� which are distributed as ��� see
Johansen and Juselius ���� Section �
��
 For all but one of the systems in Table ��
we found that Case � is appropriate
 The exception is interest rates� for which
Case �� seems to be appropriate
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We discuss the results for exchange rates 	rst
 We included all �� countries for
ECU rates
 For DM rates� Germany had to be deleted� and we also deleted Denmark
because the series appears to be I��� and Luxembourg because its exchange rate
was 	xed to Belgium�s
 Thus  countries were included in the system for DM rates

Based on the P values in Table �� we decisively reject the null hypothesis of no
cointegration �which states that r� the number of cointegrating vectors� is equal to
zero� for both nominal exchange rate systems
 If we use a �� level for all tests�
the Trace test leads us to 	nd 	ve cointegrating vectors for the DM rates and eight
vectors for the ECU rates
 With the �max test� we 	nd fewer cointegrating vectors�
three for the DM rates and four for the ECU rates
 We conclude that nominal
exchange rates among the EU countries are cointegrated no matter which exchange
rate de	nition is used


For the real DM exchange rate� we had to exclude Ireland because the CPI was
not available on a monthly basis� leaving us with real DM exchange rates for ��
EU countries
 For this system� the Trace test detects two cointegrating vectors� but
the �max test detects none
 For long�term interest rates� we had to exclude Greece
because data were not available� leaving us with �� countries
 For this system�
neither test found cointegration at the �� level� although the �max test came close

Finally� the last column of Table � reports results for the de	cit�GDP ratio for
France� Germany� the Netherlands� and the U
K
 Spain and Italy were excluded
because their series appeared to be I���
 Adding Italy �for which the unit root test
was inconclusive� did not a�ect the test results
 We 	nd that both cointegration
tests detect one cointegrating vector for this system


In Table �� we examine subgroups of EU countries for the real DM exchange
rates and the long�term interest rates that we found in Table � not to be cointegrated
among the full set of EU members
 The largest subgroup that leads to cointegration
for real DM exchange rates consists of seven countries� Belgium� Denmark� France�
Greece� Luxembourg� the Netherlands� and the U
K
 Adding Portugal or Spain
does not lead to cointegration any more
 For long�term interest rates� we 	nd
cointegration among eight countries� Belgium� Denmark� France� Germany� Ireland�
Luxembourg� the Netherlands� and the U
K


Our empirical results support the view that the EMU may not be feasible for
all �� original EU countries if 	scal and monetary policies are not aligned further

However� the EMU may be feasible among the following countries� Belgium� Den�
mark� France� Germany� Luxembourg� the Netherlands� and the U
K
 Due to lack
of data� we cannot tell whether Greece and Ireland should be included in this group

On the other hand� Italy� Portugal� and Spain apparently have to align their econ�
omic policies further with the other EU countries in order to become viable EMU
members
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� Conclusion

In this paper� we have used computer simulation and response surface esti�
mation to obtain excellent approximations to the asymptotic distributions of the
Trace and �max tests for VECM systems with up to �� variables
 Although the
paper contains tables of critical values� which are far more accurate than those
previously available� the results consist chie�y of tables of estimated asymptotic
quantiles� along with a computer program that uses these to calculate critical val�
ues and P values
 Both of these are available via the Internet


In the 	nal section of the paper� we present� as an empirical example� an
analysis of cointegration among the countries of the European Union
 The ability
to compute asymptotic P values makes it possible to present results for several
VECM systems in only two� easily assimilated tables
 These results support the
view that the EMU may be feasible only for a subset of the EU countries


Appendix

The tables of asymptotic quantiles from the response surface regressions and
the associated computer programs may be obtained via ftp or via the World Wide
Web
 For the former� ftp to

qed�econ�queensu�ca

and then go to the directory pub�uroot�johtest
 This directory contains the
Fortran source 	les johdist�f and johrouts�f� a compiled version of johdist
for DOS�based personal computers with at least � MB of memory and a numeric
coprocessor� and zipped 	les that contain the estimated quantiles of the asymptotic
distribution functions


WorldWideWeb users may obtain the same 	les by pointing their web browsers
to

http���qed�econ�queensu�ca�pub�faculty�mackinnon

and then following the appropriate link from the 	rst author�s personal home page
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